THE NEW
4K Resolution Macro Systems

Scienscope’s industry standard Macro video/digital inspection systems now feature the powerful and stunning clarity of the Ultra-Cam. The systems, built around our versatile macro lens, now have even more crystal-clear imaging thanks to 4K resolution at 8 Mega-Pixels! Seeing is believing so contact us for an onsite demo today!

System Details

FEATURING

- Macro video lens and 4K camera
- Onscreen camera control menu
- Capture images and video to micro SD card
- Easy to use wireless remote
- Fast auto and manual exposure and white balance
- 26” 4K monitor
- Connect, view, and control via WiFi
- Simple color temperature presets
- Real-time color adjustments
- 10x Digital zoom
- Image review
- Choice of stands and lighting

Software Overview

- IR Remote Control
- 4k Camera at 8 MP Resolution
- Sensor: 2/3” CMOS / 1/1.9” CMOS
- 2.5μm / 1.85μm Pixel Size
- HDMI v1.4 Interface
- Rolling Shutter
- Max 30FPS
- DC of 12V 1A
- C Mount
- 64GB TF Card Maximum